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This presentation will address application of key concepts of UCSF 
implementation of Lean Construction. These concepts include:

• Case Studies Collaborative Lean Project Delivery
• Eliminating waste in the design and construction process
• Use of Building information Modeling (BIM)
• Use of the Last Planner system of schedule and production management, including Pull Planning, make-

ready look-ahead planning with constraint analysis, weekly work planning based upon reliable promises, 
and learning based upon analysis of PPC and Reasons for Variance

• Information Center Meetings
• Visual Management
• Standardized work
• Built-in Quality and Error-Proofing
• Just-In-Time

Questions and Discussion
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Agenda



Sink or Swim Together?

£



Owner Values and Satisfaction

(2014)

2.5 to 3XDisconnect!



Industry Efficiency

Most who never  
heard of Lean think  

the industry is  
Efficient

(2013)



• The traditional design and construction process is broken, especially for complex 
projects. 
• Handoffs create quality problems, and delays lead to claims and avoidance of responsibility
• Production management model flawed, out of step with contemporary practice

• What makes Lean construction more successful than traditional models? 
• Design and construction of complex multi-use clinical and scientific buildings requires 

collaborative project delivery framework
• Lean Construction creates framework for collaboration across all disciplines, supply chains, and 

processes, acceptance of responsibility, clear path for creation of value  
• What do we at UC need to do to employ Lean design and construction and be 

successful? 
• Deep restructuring of design and construction process, as well as internal management 

procedures
• Adoption of Lean management principles, apply to design and construction as well as operations
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Why Lean Construction?



• Integrated, Collaborative Project 
Delivery

• Lean Project Delivery System
• Taming Workflow Variability
• Target Value Design
• Eliminating Waste
• Building Information Modeling
• Last Planner System
• Pull Planning
• Big Room/Work Sequencing

• Pull Planning Outcomes
• Information Center Meetings
• 5S Activities and Visual 

Management
• Standardized Work
• Error-Proofing (or Poka Yoke)
• Just-In-Time
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Selected Topics in Lean Construction



Eight Types of Waste

1 Overproduction

Waiting

Inventory

Over Processing

Transportation

Motion

Defects

Underutilizing the creativity  
of project teammembers
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Integrated Project Delivery
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) is a project delivery approach that integrates people, systems, business structures 
and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of all participants to 
optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste, and maximize efficiency. (AIA Definition)
A delivery system that seeks to align interests, objectives and practices, by reconceiving the Organization, Operating System
and Commercial Terms governing the project. 
The primary Team Members include the Architect, key technical consultants as well as a general contractor and key specialty 
contractors. It creates an organization able to apply the principles and practices of the Lean Project Delivery System.
An integrated team also benefits from integrated governance. Many, probably most, IPD projects use some form of leadership 
by executive committee, variously called the Core Group, Project Management Team, Management Group or similar. 
Typically, this executive council is responsible for the day-to-day management and leadership on the project and operates on 
a consensus basis. In some models, the executive council must be unanimous to make a decision, with impasses escalating to 
senior management review and dispute resolution processes; other models may stipulate that the owner can break impasses, 
subject to dispute resolution.
• Integrated Project Delivery reduces project-level risk by creating a climate of trust and shared 

responsibility within the project team. 
• Owner participation in an Integrated Team is essential.
• An Owner places trust in the team through participating in shared governance.
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What is a Lean 
Project Delivery 
System?
The overlapping triangles describe 
the direct activities of delivering the 
project across the entire project life 
cycle.

Each triangle points down to the 
color-coded suite of activities at 
each Lean project phase. Each 
phase consists of multiple activities.

Production Control and Work 
Structuring are meta-activities that 
take place across the entire project.

Critically, Lean Management is 
based on people learning to do 
things better. Learning loops are 
essential for this.
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The overarching objective of Lean 
project delivery (or Lean 
manufacturing, or other forms of 
Lean enterprise) is to smooth the 
variability in the workflow by 
addressing the causes of that 
variability. 

This diagram shows how the 
amplitude of variation is reduced 
over time, resulting in a 
smoother, more predictable (and 
hence more productive) flow of 
work.

Taming Workflow Variability



Typical Types of Design Waste

• Iterative Design
• Rework
• Lack of Coordination Between Disciplines
• Inefficient work flow
• Over design of systems (diversity and factors  

of safety)
• Poor design that generates wasteduring  

construction
• Designing over allowable budget
• RFIs

© 2018 Umstot Project and Facilities Solutions, LLC



Typical Types of Construction Waste
• Rework
• Requests for Information
• Changeorders
• Inadequate Resources
• Inefficient work flow
• Workarounds
• Multiple handling of material
• Excessmaterial
• Waiting on supplies
• Waiting on another trade
• Safety losses
• Improper sequencing of work

© 2018 Umstot Project and Facilities Solutions, LLC
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Target Value Design



Eliminating Waste in the Design & Construction 
Process
The elimination of work which does not add value for the customer. An activity that all project team 
members should engage in openly. Waste is defined as: 
• Waiting – for materials, for design information or specifications, for others to finish their part of a job, for inspection 

and/or signoff.
• Overproduction – Producing more of something than is actually required by the customer, or working on items out 

of sequence in such a way that they may need to be reworked later.
• Rework – Any job or portion of a job which doesn’t conform to specifications or doesn’t meet quality standards and 

has to be rebuilt.
• Motion – The movement of people around the site is a form of waste (of time and productive capacity).
• Transportation – Likewise, moving materials, tools and equipment around the site is a form of waste.
• Over Processing – Producing work to a specification higher than what is needed for the job.
• Inventory – Too much inventory or too little. If too much, the inventory physically impedes the flow of work and 

has to be moved out of the way (transportation waste); if too little the smooth flow of materials into the job is 
interrupted (waiting waste).

Attention to these issues helps avoid the financial risk of paying for work that does not add 
value. 
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Building Information Modeling
Most broadly, the process of generating and managing building data during the life cycle of a building. 
• BIM uses three-dimensional (3D), real-time, dynamic building modeling software. 
• BIM includes building geometry, spatial relationships, geographic information, and quantities and 

properties of building components. 
• BIM can include four-dimensional (4D) simulations to see how part or all of the facility is intended to 

be built and 5D capability for model-based estimating. BIM provides the platform for simultaneous 
conversations related to the design of the "product" and its delivery process.

BIM directly addresses the risks inherent in coordination, because the tool is good enough to 
avoid passing coordination risk (which naturally belongs with the Designers and Builders) to 
the Owner. 
UCSF Lean contract languages firmly places coordination risks (and attendant schedule 
risks) on the GC.
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Building
Information
Model: Mission 
Bay Hospital 



Last Planner System 
and ‘Last Planners’
The collaborative, commitment-based planning system that 
integrates should-can-will-did planning (pull planning, 
make-ready look-ahead planning with constraint analysis, 
weekly work planning based upon reliable promises, and 
learning based upon analysis of PPC and Reasons for 
Variance.
Who are the Last Planners?
• The person or group that makes assignments to direct 

workers. 
• Project Architect and ‘discipline lead’ are common names 

for last planners in design processes. 
• ‘Superintendent’ or ‘foremen’ are common names for 

last planners in construction processes.
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The Last Planner system places risk for design and construction workflow planning on the project team.
The Owner must participate in the planning process and pursue tasks required of the owner with the same rigor and adherence to 
deadlines as other project team members.   



Big Room: Weekly Work Plan/Sequencing
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Pull Planning Outcomes: CVRB PPC Chart (During Construction)

Can you guess where the learning loops converged?
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Case Studies
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• University of Washington
• Los Angeles International Airport



University of Washington PopulationHealth



Integrated Design-Build Contract Between  
Owner and Design-Builder Cost Plus Fee  
with a Final Target Cost









Set-Based Approach to Design



LAX TERMINAL CORES PROJECT TO PREPARE FOR  
THE PLANNED AUTOMATED PEOPLEMOVER







Set-Based Approach to Design



AlignmentPartneringTM



Data GapAnalysis



The Big Room  
CollaborationSpace



Pull Planning to 30% Design Submittal



Forward Pass by DesignManager



Pull Planning and Scrum inDesign



ScrumBoard



Big Room Daily Scrum StandUp



UCSF Case Studies
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• Dolby Regenerative Medicine 
Building
• Cardiovascular Research Building
•Mission Hall
•Mission Bay Hospital
• Anatomy Teaching Lab
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Dolby Regeneration Medicine Building
• 68,000 GSF 

molecular 
biology lab

• 1:1 or steeper 
slope

• 2 years to 
complete design 
and build 
building

• Delivered on 
time

• Delivered on 
budget

• No claims
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Cardiovascular Research Building (CVRB)
(2006-2010)
• 235,000 GSF 

Biomedical Research 
Lab, 25,000 gsf 
vivarium component, 
H8 occupancy

• 30 month contractual 
construction 
duration, including 
deep piling

• Completed 3 months 
ahead of schedule, 
under budget, no 
claims, excellent 
quality

• No claims
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Mission Hall
• 265,000 gsf office and 

classroom building
• 18 months for 

construction; 2 years 9 
months overall from 
inception to handover

• On time
• On budget
• No claims
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(2005-2015)
• 900,000 gsf complex, 

including 3 hospital 
components (Women’s 
Children’s, Cancer, overall 
289 beds), Outpatient 
Building, Energy Center

• Completed and opened on 
time and under budget, 
excellent quality, cutting-
edge facility

• No claims

UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay
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(2011-2012)
• 6,500 gsf complex, 

including 3,500 gsf 
classroom space 
holding >175 students 
and faculty

• Centerpiece of first-
year medical education

• Completed and opened 
on time and on budget, 
excellent quality, 
transformed facility

UCSF School of Medicine Anatomy Teaching Lab



Conclusions
Public owners have successfully adopted a number of Lean design and construction principles and used them in capital 
program delivery processes. 
Compared to traditional project delivery, the benefits have included on-time delivery of complex laboratory and hospital 
projects; stable, competitive costs; improved quality and building performance; and avoidance of claims. 
Additional Resources
• Lean Construction Institute http://www.leanconstruction.org/
• Design-Build Institute of America (DBIA) https://dbia.org
• Project Production Systems Laboratory, UC Berkeley http://p2sl.berkeley.edu/
• International Group for Lean Construction http://www.iglc.net/
• The Lean Construction Lighthouse https://www.msu.edu/~tariq/Lean_Stuff.html
• Association of General Contractors Lean Construction Forum http://agcleanforum.org/
• Constructing Excellence (UK) http://www.constructingexcellence.org.uk/
• The Toyota Way – Jeffrey Liker, McGraw Hill
• Kaizen and the Art of Creative Thinking – Shigeo Shingo, PCS Press
• Product Development for the Lean Enterprise – Michael Kennedy, Oaklea Press
• Freedom from Command & Control – Rethinking Management for Lean Service – John Seddon, Productivity Press
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http://www.leanconstruction.org/
https://dbia.org/
http://p2sl.berkeley.edu/
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Questions?
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